The aim of this study was threefold: (a) to assess the factor structure of the Kessler Psychological Distress Scale (K10) to determine whether interpreting the scale as a single dimensional measure of psychological distress is justified in military operational setting; (b) to validate the K10 for mental health surveillance in operational settings against self-reported occupational impairment; (c) to evaluate whether the K10 has better discriminatory power than de facto standards for mental health surveillance on deployment, namely the Patient Health Questionnaire and the Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist, Civilian version. A convenience sample of Canadian Armed Forces personnel serving in Afghanistan (N ϭ 1,264) completed self-report measures of psychological distress and occupational impairment. On examination of 6 competing models, the authors determined that interpreting the K10 as a measure of unspecified psychological distress is justified. Using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis, they identified new cutoff values for dichotomous and polychotomous scoring methods. After comparing the area beneath the ROC curves for each of the 3 mental health surveillance questionnaires, the authors determined that all measures perform well as predictors of self-rated occupational impairment, with values ranging from .86 to .90. These results highlight the importance of cross-setting validation and demonstrate that validating psychological screening questionnaires against self-report measures of occupational impairment can be a useful strategy for understanding the manifestation of psychological distress on deployed military operations.
sion, or acute stress (Castro & McGurk, 2007b) . However, excessive levels of distress can interfere with performance, threatening operational effectiveness in a high-risk, highstakes environment. This point was clearly evidenced in Castro and McGurk's (2007a) review article on the association between mental health problems and unethical battlefield conduct, as well as in a recent Canadian military study where nearly half of respondents with a mental health problem perceived occupational dysfunction as a result (Garber, Zamorski, & Jetly, 2012) .
In recognition of the deleterious effects of distress, it has become increasingly common for military organizations to use brief questionnaires to monitor the mental health status of deployed personnel. Since 2003, for example, the U.S. Army has conducted regular in-theater mental health surveys in Iraq and Afghanistan (e.g., Office of the Command Surgeon U.S. Forces Afghanistan & Office of the Surgeon General U.S. Army Medical Command, 2009) using the Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist, Civilian version (PCL-C; Weathers, Litz, Herman, Huska, & Keane, 1993) and the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ; Spitzer, Williams, Kroenke, Hornyak, & McMurray, 2000) to monitor symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), anxiety, and depression. The British Armed Forces conducted a similar intheater survey using the PCL-C and 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) to assess the prevalence of PTSD and psychological distress among military personnel in Iraq (Mulligan et al., 2010) .
The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) has monitored the mental health and attitudes of its personnel involved in deployed operations since 1996 through Human Dimensions of Operations (HDO) Surveys. The HDO Survey is an organizational health and climate questionnaire that is usually administered before, during, and after military operational deployments. The HDO survey is administered roughly at the midpoint of the deployment, with the goal of giving sufficient time for personnel to adjust to operations while still providing enough time for corrective action if needed. In 2007, the 10-item Kessler Psychological Distress Scale (K10; Kessler et al., 2002) was added to the in-theater version of the HDO Survey.
One of the central goals of mental health surveillance on operations is to provide feedback to commanders to help them gauge whether distress levels are excessive and in need of specific countermeasures to preserve operational effectiveness. Military psychologists who interpret the results of health and climate surveys (and the commanders who need to act on their interpretation) face a pivotal question: How much distress is too much on deployed operations? That is, at what level does distress begin to interfere with operational effectiveness? Past intheater mental health surveys have largely used clinically oriented instruments that have been validated for use in civilian populations. These surveys typically impose a single dichotomous cutoff for presentation of results (e.g., X% were depressed, and Y% were not). This approach, however, has limitations: First, stressors unique to military operations call into question the applicability of cutoff scores determined in drastically different settings. Second, in civilian settings at least, many people with mental disorders have little or no occupational impairment, so the use of a dichotomous cutoff may not reliably discriminate between the impaired and unimpaired-the high demands of the operational setting may also change the threshold for distress-related occupational impairment. Third, disorder-specific instruments such as the PHQ and the PCL-C are obviously good measures of the target disorder, but a broad range of potentially impairing disorders may be observed on operations. Finally, this approach neglects the substantial fraction of personnel with subthreshold disorders, which are prevalent and still have an impact on performance (Garber et al., 2012) .
In this article, we attempt to address the limitations of this more clinically oriented approach to the interpretation of self-reported psychological distress on operations by exploring the psychometric properties of a widely used psychological distress scale, the K10, in a large sample of CAF personnel deployed on a demanding counterinsurgency operation in Afghanistan. Our ultimate goal was to develop cutoff scores specific to a deployed military population that reflect different levels of risk for occupational impairment.
Merits and Limitations of the K10
The K10 was developed using methods associated with item response theory (Kessler et al., 2002) . Participants indicate how often they have experienced symptoms of anxiety and depressive disorders in the previous 4 weeks on a 5-point scale (1 ϭ all of the time to 5 ϭ none of the time). Total scores can range between 10 and 50 with higher scores representing a lower risk for an anxiety or depressive disorder.
A review of the literature suggests that the K10 is a valid and reliable assessment tool that can be used in a variety of settings and cultures to detect risk for meeting criteria for clinical mental disorders (e.g., Fassaert et al., 2009; Furukawa et al., 2008; Oakley Browne, Wells, Scott, & McGee, 2010) . Furthermore, the K10 has been shown to have better discriminatory power than the GHQ-12 (Furukawa, Kessler, Slade, & Andrews, 2003; Gill, Butterworth, Rodgers, & Mackinnon, 2007) , and its ability to detect anxiety and depressive disorders in pregnant and postpartum women speaks to its potential utility in detecting mental disorders in high-demand situations where feelings of anxiety and exhaustion might not always be indicative of a full or subthreshold mental disorder (Spies et al., 2009; Tesfaye, Hanlon, Wondimagegn, & Alem, 2010 ).
An important limitation of the K10, however, is the lack of defined cutoff values for interpreting scores. The authors have yet to publish guidelines for scoring the scale and, as such, there is no uniform standard for determining risk for a mental health disorder. To date, CAF researchers have applied cutoff scores developed by the Clinical Research Unit for Anxiety and Depression at the University of New South Wales to categorize survey respondents according to level of risk for anxiety and depressive disorders (i.e., low or no, medium, or high; Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2001) . A second limitation with the K10 is the lack of consistency across studies with regard to its factor structure. Although the K10 was originally designed to yield a single score indicating level of psychological distress (Kessler et al., 2002) , in at least two studies a four-factor model with two secondorder factors was found to be a better fit (Berle et al., 2010; Brooks, Beard, & Steel, 2006) . In these studies, items loaded onto factors of nervousness, agitation, fatigue, and negative affect, which were attributed to second-order factors of anxiety and depression. In light of the limitations above, and the absence of published research on the use of the K10 in military settings, we identified the need to establish the psychometric properties of the K10 for application beyond its empirically established purpose and population.
To achieve our goal to develop meaningful cutoffs for interpretation of the K10 on military operations, and in light of the uncertainties surrounding the scale noted above, we first assessed the factor structure of the K10 to determine whether a single dimensional measure of psychological distress was most appropriate in a military operational setting. Because of the lack of consensus in the literature on whether the model should be single or multidimensional, we made no predictions as to which model would best fit the data. Next, we attempted to validate the K10 against occupational impairment, a common feature of full and subthreshold mental disorders, such as partial PTSD (Breslau, Lucia, & Davis, 2004; Momartin, Silove, Manicavasagar, & Steel, 2004; Rona et al., 2009) , and an outcome with obvious relevance to tactical commanders. Last, to place the K10 in a broader context of instruments used to monitor distress in military personnel, we examined whether the K10 has greater discriminatory power than the PCL-C and the PHQ, which have been used more widely in mental health research in operational settings. Because the K10 predicts a broader spectrum of disorders than the PCL-C and PHQ, we expected the K10 to outperform these clinical measures in detecting self-rated occupational impairment among deployed troops.
Method

Participants and Procedure
Analyses were based on data collected through the HDO Survey administered between February 15, 2010, and March 15, 2010 , to approximately 3,083 CAF personnel deployed in Kandahar Province, Afghanistan. Of that number, 1,563 personnel agreed to participate, yielding a 51% response rate.
1 Upon exclusion of incomplete surveys and other unusable data, 2 1,264 participants were retained in the sample. The majority of participants in our sample identified themselves as regular force (85%) noncommissioned members (84%), which is comparable to the target population (regular force ϭ 84%, noncommissioned members ϭ 85%). The proportion of participants who were deployed in nonisolated (38%), semi-isolated (31%), and isolated (31%) locations was about even. Survey participation was voluntary, and the anonymity of respondents was protected. Data collection was approved by the CAF's Social Science Research Review Board.
Measures
The scales described below were included in the in-theater version of the HDO survey along with measures of personal morale, operational stressors, unit climate, and barriers to care.
Kessler Psychological Distress Scale. As indicated previously, the K10 is a psychometrically robust measure of psychological distress with high scores denoting low levels of mental health symptomatology. However, to be consistent with the other scales included in the HDO survey and thereby attenuate the risk of response errors, we inverted the response scale so that high scores indicate higher levels of psychological distress.
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist, Civilian version. The PCL-C is a 17-item self-report measure of PTSD symptoms that is closely aligned with the diagnostic criteria outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Respondents indicate on a 5-point scale (1 ϭ not at all to 5 ϭ extremely) the degree to which they have been bothered by each symptom in the last month. Possible scores range from 17 to 85 with a recommended clinical cutoff score of 50 (Weathers et al., 1993) . Psychometric evaluations of the PCL-C have provided evidence of its reliability and diagnostic accuracy (e.g., Blanchard, Jones-Alexander, Buckley, & Forneris, 1996; Ruggiero, Del Ben, Scotti, & Rabalais, 2003) .
Patient Health Questionnaire. We used the depression subscale (PHQ-D) and anxiety subscale (PHQ-A) of the PHQ. The PHQ is a self-administered version of the Primary Assessment of Mental Disorder (PRIME-MD). It has been widely used in primary care settings, and its validity for detecting common mental disorders (e.g., major depression, generalized anxiety) is relatively well established (e.g., Spitzer, Kroenke, & Williams, 1999; Spitzer et al., 2000) . The PHQ-D consists of nine items relating to DSM-IV symptoms of major depression (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Using a 4-point scale (1 ϭ not at all to 4 ϭ nearly every day), participants rate the degree to which they have been bothered by a particular symptom in the past 4 weeks. The PHQ-A contains seven items relating to DSM-IV symptoms of generalized anxiety. To make the measures consistent, the PHQ-A and PHQ-D were altered from their original form such that for the PHQ-A participants recorded responses on a 4-point (vice 3-point) scale and for the PHQ-D the recall period was changed to 4 weeks (vice 2 weeks).
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) Occupational Impairment Items.
To assess the predictive validity of the K10, participants responded to three questions originally developed by the WRAIR (L. Riviere, personal communication, May 05, 2011) to measure occupational impairment in MHATbased studies (e.g., Herrell, Bliese, & Hoge, 2009 ). The questions ask whether stress or emotional problems experienced in the preceding 4 weeks had limited participants' ability to do their work, had caused them to work less carefully than usual, or had caused their supervisor to be concerned by their performance. Those who responded yes to any of the questions were assigned to an impaired group, and those who responded no to all three questions were assigned to an unimpaired group.
3
Results
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Given the nonnormal distribution of the data, we evaluated the factor structure of the K10 using asymptotic distribution free estimations (Browne, 1982 (Browne, , 1984 . We analyzed six competing models: Model 1 tested the single factor structure that was established during the development phase (Kessler et al., 2002) . Model 2 tested the hypothesis that items loaded onto two first-order factors of depression and anxiety (O'Connor & Parslow, 2010) . Model 3 tested a structure first evaluated by Brooks et al. (2006) with items loading onto four correlated factors of nervousness, agitation, fatigue, and negative affect. Model 4 sought to improve the fit of Model 3 by allowing the error terms for Items 3 (cannot calm down) and 6 (not sit still) to correlate. Model 5 built on Model 4 by testing the assumption that correlations between the four first-order factors can be attributed to the presence of a single second-order factor representing psychological distress (Brooks et al., 2006) . Last, Model 6 tested the expectation that the four first-order factors can be grouped into two secondorder factors of anxiety (accounting for the correlation between nervousness and agitation) and depression (accounting for the correlation between fatigue and negative affect).
All CFA analyses were conducted using SPSS Amos 18 and the adequacy of fit was determined using absolute (i.e., chi-square, root-mean-square error of approximation [RMSEA]), comparative (CFI and Tucker-Lewis Index [TLI]), and parsimonious fit indices (Parsimony Normed Fit Index [PNFI] and Akaike information criterion [AIC]). A model fits reasonably well when its chi-square is nonsignificant, its RMSEA-value is smaller than .08 and, by convention, when its comparative fit indices (i.e., CFI, TLI) are greater than .90 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001 ). However, because there are no standards for how high (or low) PNFI and AIC values should be to indicate parsimonious fit, these fit indices are best used to compare two competing models (Kelloway, 1998) . In these circumstances, the model with the smaller AIC and PNFI values is regarded as superior.
As is typical in CFA (Kelloway, 1998) , none of the evaluated models provided a very good fit to the data (see Table 1 ). As seen in Table 1 , of the six models tested, Models 1 and 2 were the worst-fitting options with all fit indices falling outside the standard bounds of good fitting models. Model 3, although inadequate, fit much better than the first model. Adding a path between the error terms for Items 3 and 6 (Model 4) further improved model fit. It is interesting that adding one (Model 5) or two (Model 6) second-order factors to account for the patterns of intercorrelations between the four first-order factors did not result in any substantial improvement to model fit. We preferred Model 5 (see Figure 1) over Models 4 and 6 because it fits the data equally well yet corresponds more closely to the factorial structure that was originally envisioned for the instrument (Kessler et al., 2002) .
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics for the impaired and unimpaired groups are presented in Table 2 . As expected, occupationally impaired personnel reported, on average, experiencing greater symptoms of distress than unimpaired respondents (all Fs were significant at the .001 level). 4 Another interesting result is the strong association between the K10 sum score and the total scores for all clinical scales. This association appears to be stronger than the correlation between the K10 subscales and the clinical scales measuring related constructs (e.g., the correlation between nervousness and the PHQ-A). Last, it appears that the K10 sum score is more psychometrically robust than its subcomponents.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve Analyses
The ability of the scales to discriminate between impaired and nonimpaired personnel was evaluated through ROC curve analysis. This widely used approach helps identify optimal cutoffs for a continuous scale (in our case, the K10 score) in prediction of a dichotomous variable (in our case, the self-reported presence or absence of occupational impairment), taking into account inevitable trade-offs between sensitivity and specificity. The approach involves plotting the true positive rate (sensitivity) against the false-positive rate (1 -specificity). The sensitivity and specificity for each potential cutoff (as well as their associated positive and negative likelihood ratios) can be explored using the coordinates of the ROC curve.
ROC curves are also useful for evaluating whether a given scale (in our case, the K10) is Note. RMSEA ϭ root-mean-square error of approximation; CI ϭ confidence interval; CFI ϭ comparative fit index; TLI ϭ Tucker-Lewis Index; PNFI ϭ Parsimony Normed Fit Index; AIC ϭ Akaike information criterion. a better predictor of the dichotomous outcome than other scales (in our case, the PHQ-A and PHQ-D). This assessment is done by comparing the area under the curve (AUC), with values closer to 1 indicating stronger predictive value. The difference between ROC curves was evaluated using the nonparametric method implemented in MedCalc version 11.6 (Hanley & McNeil, 1982 , 1983 . It is generally accepted that AUC values between .5 and .7 reflect lowdetection accuracy; those between .7 and .9 reflect moderate accuracy, and those between .9 and 1.0 reflect high accuracy (Akobeng, 2007) . As shown in Table 3 , all instruments performed well as predictors of self-reported occupational impairment. Although the PHQ-D outperformed the other scales, including the K10, z ϭ 2.09, p Ͻ .05, the difference in their discrimination abilities is relatively small (see Table 3 ). With regard to the case detection accuracy of the K10, a cutoff value of 16 would provide a good balance between sensitivity and specificity-at 16, the detection accuracy of the K10 would have 87.63% sensitivity and 75.02% specificity when predicting self-rated occupational impairment (see Table 4 ).
Greater precision in classification can be achieved by using a polychotomous scoring method and interpreting scores in terms of anticipated changes in pretest to posttest odds of occupational impairment (Furukawa et al., 2003) . Table 5 provides the range of scores corresponding to small, moderate, and large changes in the pretest odds of self-reported occupational impairment (DiCenso, Guyatt, & Ciliska, 2005) . Positive likelihood ratios (ϩLR) were also obtained using the ROC curve analysis. As shown in Table 5 , the ϩLR for a score Note. K10 ϭ Kessler Psychological Distress Scale; PHQ-D ϭ PHQ (Depression); PHQ-A ϭ PHQ (Anxiety); PCL-C ϭ Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist, Civilian version. Underlined numbers are Cronbach's alpha coefficients computed on the total sample (i.e., impaired and unimpaired participants combined). Correlations above the diagonal were computed on the unimpaired sample (n ϭ 1,165), whereas those below the diagonal were computed on the impaired sample (n ϭ 97). All correlations are significant at the .001 level, two-tailed. between 10 and 20 is 0.41. This likelihood ratio generates no important change in the pretest to posttest odds of self-rated occupational impairment and virtually rules out the chance that the respondent is occupationally impaired. The ϩLR for scores between 21 and 31 yields a moderate change in the pretest to posttest odds of self-reported occupational impairment. Finally, the ϩLR for scores between 32 and 50 alters pretest to posttest odds of self-rated occupational impairment to a large degree and indicates that respondents with a K10 score within that range are 10.01 times more likely to be occupationally impaired than not. However, the overlap in the CI for the last two score intervals (i.e., 21 to 31 and 32 to 50) indicates a small risk for misclassification, specifically for scores near the lower bound of the larger score interval.
Discussion
One objective of this study was to examine the factor structure of the K10 to determine whether interpreting the scale as a single dimensional measure of psychological distress is justified. After evaluating six competing models, we determined that the model based on one second-order factor (Model 5) corresponding to level of psychological distress was the bestfitting structure. We acknowledge that both Model 4 and Model 6 provided an equivalent fit, Note. K10 ϭ Kessler Psychological Distress Scale; CI ϭ confidence interval. a Cutoff score for which the sum of sensitivity and specificity is maximum.
but we retained Model 5 because it has the advantage of being consistent with traditional interpretations of the K10 (Fassaert et al., 2009; Kessler et al., 2002) . Our decision to retain Model 5 is further supported by the fact that the K10 was more reliable than its subcomponents and more strongly correlated with the other clinical measures in this study (see Table 2 ). Our results are consistent with previous research showing the factor structure of the K10 is sensitive to sample composition (e.g., Berle et al., 2010; Brooks et al., 2006; O'Connor & Parslow, 2010) . Accordingly, we caution users of the K10 against assuming that a K10 sum score is the most appropriate scoring method. There might be applications where computing subcomponent scores, for example, would be more appropriate. Additional research is needed to confirm this assertion. A second goal of this study was to assess the validity of the K10 for use as a mental health surveillance measure on military operations. We validated K10 scores against a self-rated measure of occupational impairment, a common symptom of many mental disorders and a matter of interest to employers in high-risk occupations. The prevalence of self-reported occupational impairment for the present sample was 8%. This value is in keeping with the 12-month prevalence of mental disorders reported in prior population-based studies (Furukawa et al., 2003; Gill et al., 2007; Kessler et al., 2002; Kilkkinen et al., 2007) . Findings from the ROC curve analysis were generally consistent with prior studies (e.g., Arnaud et al., 2010; Donker, van Straten, Marks, & Cuijpers, 2010; Hides et al., 2007; Kessler et al., 2002) , and make it clear that K10 scores can be a strong predictor of self-rated occupational impairment among military personnel deployed on combat operations. To that end, we provided two scoring options: one is based on the conventional dichotomous scoring method, and the other is based on the more detailed polychotomous scoring approach to test score classification. We recommend using the latter for research and organizational consulting purposes in military combat settings because it provides more information to researchers and commanders, and because it offers a lower degree of risk for misclassification. We advise against replacing the K10 with a measure of self-reported occupational impairment altogether because, in addition to performance, psychological distress is associated with other outcomes of consequence to the military, such as attitudes toward unethical battlefield conduct (Blanc, 2012) .
One cannot infer, based on these results, that being occupationally impaired or scoring high on the K10 on military operations automatically translates to having a mental disorder. To establish the value of the K10 as a clinical screening instrument, one would need to validate the K10 in a clinical setting and explore the predictive value of the measure at various cutoff scores. In the interim, given the well-established relationship between mental health disorders and occupational impairment, and the relationship between K10, PHQ, PCL-C, and occupational impairment scores demonstrated herein, we offer that the dichotomous scoring approach, using a cutoff score of 16, would be appropriate for identifying those in operational settings for whom intervention might be required to address perceived occupational impairment. It is not known, however, how this cutoff would perform as a predictor of a diagnosed mental disorder in this population. This cutoff score is 3 points below the cutoff score identified for initiating mental health interventions with safety critical workers in the Australian rail industry (National Transport Commission, 2006) . Given the importance of mental health for successful military operations, however, we consider a cutoff score of 16 with 87.63% sensitivity optimal for making a prudent assessment of the operational readiness of deployed troops. Australia's National Transport Commission (2006) applied Note. ϩLR ϭ positive likelihood ration; CI ϭ confidence interval. These score intervals are based on ϩLR at various scoring levels. The goal was to generate score intervals that would correspond to low, moderate, and high risk categories (DiCenso et al., 2005) , and have the least amount of overlap in terms of their CI.
the same logic in the development of userdefined score intervals where the lower bound for the moderate risk category was set at 21 instead of 24. Using a lower cutoff coheres with the observation that more than half of those with occupational dysfunction while deployed do not score above the conventional cutoffs on the PCL-C, PHQ-D, or PHQ-A (Garber et al., 2012) . The final objective of this study was to evaluate whether the K10 has better discriminatory power than the PHQ and PCL-C, the current de facto standards for mental health surveillance on deployment (Mulligan et al., 2010 ; Office of the Command Surgeon U.S. Forces Afghanistan and Office of the Surgeon General U.S. Army Medical Command, 2009). Contrary to prior research (e.g., Patel et al., 2008) and our expectations, the PHQ-D slightly outperformed all scales including the K10. This suggests that depressive symptoms may be stronger drivers of impairment than symptoms of anxiety or posttraumatic stress. However, the difference in discriminatory power between the PHQ-D and the K10 was negligible, suggesting that favoring one measure over the other is more a matter of organizational preference than of substantive differences in psychometric properties.
We need to address two important limitations to our research findings. The most significant is our use of an occupational impairment measure based on three questions that have never been subjected to psychometric evaluation (L. Riviere, personal communication, May 5, 2011) . It is entirely possible that this survey failed to assess some important dimensions of work functioning (underestimating the true extent of dysfunction) or that the perceived impairments were misjudged (overestimating the true extent of dysfunction). Although our choice of "any occupational impairment" as an outcome has face validity (especially for operational commanders), it is somewhat arbitrary. We recommend that future validation studies incorporate measures of occupational impairment with greater evidence of their validity, such as the SF-36 (Ware & Sherbourne, 1992) . Using more objective methods to identify impairment (e.g., disciplinary actions, accidents) would also be valuable but potentially difficult to interpret as these outcomes are driven by many factors other than psychological distress.
Our study is also limited by our sampling strategy. Although all available soldiers were given an opportunity to complete the survey, only 51% of the target population agreed to participate. Because of the high nonresponse rate (and a number of questionnaires with unreliable responses) our study might have fallen victim to a selection bias. This will be a difficult problem to overcome in a combat zone. Furthermore, these results pertain to responses under the condition of anonymity. Findings on nonanonymous questionnaires (e.g., those used in deployment-related screening) may be different. And, our cross-sectional survey measuring interrelated constructs (i.e., psychological distress, depression, anxiety, and related occupational dysfunction) undoubtedly suffers from monomethod variance that likely inflated the association among the measured constructs; this problem is easier to identify than it is to address in brief, cross-sectional surveys. That said, consistent with best practice in the field (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012) , we attempted to mitigate this potential risk by (a) separating items on the questionnaire to attenuate proximity effects, (b) varying the format of response options to mitigate the risk of response-set bias, (c) explaining how the information will be used to motivate accurate responding, and (d) reassuring participants of their anonymity to reduce the likelihood of socially desirable responding.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to establish the validity of the K10 as a measure of unspecified psychological distress among military personnel deployed on combat operations. Our research is also the first to provide evidence that elevated K10 scores translate into self-rated occupational impairment, an important consequence of psychological distress. Together, these findings are useful for interpreting K10 scores in a military combat zone, where symptoms of anxiety and depression, such as feeling nervous or sad, can be attributed more to the nature of the work and operating environment than to a mental disorder. Our study provides important contextual information for military leaders charged with interpreting the significance of psychological distress rates among troops faced with extreme stressors and extreme job demands. Although a degree of distress in operational settings is to be expected, military leaders can benefit in knowing at which point they should be concerned. That is, at which point psychological distress affects performance.
